A general characteristics of a car hydraulic braking system (CHBS) is presented in this publication. A graphical model of properties-component objects is developed for the above-mentioned system. Moreover, four mathematical models in terms of logic, the set theory and the Boolean algebra of Boolean functions are developed. The examination is ended with a general model of the CHBS for n -Boolean variables and the construction and mathematical-technical interpretation of this model is presented.
Introduction
The braking system in one of the most important elements of a vehicle and its proper and effective functioning is the basic element of road traffic safety. A solution consisting in hydraulic transmission of force from a brake pedal to the mechanisms which brake individual wheels appeared in the automotive technique over 80 years ago.
Using one of the rules of the construction safety theory, i.e., the parametric excess, a dual-circuit braking system is applied. This system has no disadvantages which are characteristic of a single-circuit braking system. A basic disadvantage of the single-circuit system is a decrease or loss of braking force in the case of leakage or when the system is air-locked. In order to maintain a part of capabilities of the braking system in such a case, it is divided into two independent sections: one section operates the front axle wheels, and the other the rear axle wheels.
A design-constructional identification has been made for the capabilities of the car hydraulic braking system. This identification was limited to the main hydraulic circuit which is the most important part of this system in respect of reliability.
allows giving information the priorities or queuing sense, classifying and modifying it which is sometimes necessary and simultaneously optimal. Fig.1 . Schematic-constructional diagram of car hydraulic braking system -CHBS (Pihowicz, 2005) 1 -body of left rear brake operating cylinder, 2 -piston of left brake operating cylinder, 3 -seal of left rear brake operating cylinder piston, 4 -body of brake master cylinder, 5 -brake master cylinder rear piston, 6 -seal of brake master cylinder rear piston, 7 -left rear brake line, 8 -front piston of brake master cylinder, 9 -seal of brake master cylinder front piston, 10 -left front brake line, 11 -body of left front brake operating cylinder, 12 -seal of left front brake operating cylinder piston, 13 -piston of left front brake operating cylinder, 14 -piston of right front brake operating cylinder, 15 -seal of right front brake operating cylinder piston, 16 -body of right front brake operating cylinder, 17 -right front brake line, 18 -spacing springs of brake master cylinder, 19 -right rear brake line, 20 -seal of right rear brake operating cylinder, 21 -piston of right rear brake operating cylinder, 22 -body of right rear brake operating cylinder, 23 -return springs of rear brake operating cylinders, 24 -return springs of front brake operating cylinders, Fp -pressure on rear piston of brake master cylinder, FcT -pressure of rear brake operating cylinder piston on friction (brake) lining, FcP -pressure of front brake operating cylinder piston on friction (brake) lining.
In particular, the diagnostic-functional strategies (Bieniak, 1999) and among them the techniques of information collection, have a significant meaning in the theory of effective organization and management (Mikołajczyk, 1994) . One of them, i.e., the mapping technique (Martyniak, 1996) , is a starting point for further examinations (Martyniak, 1996) .
Taking into consideration the recommendations of this technique and being aware that a verbal record of the CHBS is often ambiguous and it can have only a supplemental character, both the schemes of components' construction and a scheme of the damages of the braking system hydraulic circuit have been used in this work. It should be emphasized, at this point, that they fulfil the essential criteria of a diagnostic method. They were subjected to a morphological analysis developed by F. Zwicky in 1948 (Martyniak, 1996) .
The examinations were conducted in three stages:
1) determination of the problem, 2)
analysis , 3) synthesis.
A graphical model of properties-component objects ( Fig.2) , being the vectors with two, three, five and 14 (as a target) components (Fig.3) , has been developed on the basis of a design-constructional identification of the car hydraulic braking system.
Fig.2. Graphical model of properties-component objects of the car hydraulic braking system (CHBS).
A graphical model of properties-component objects of the CHBS, including mathematical models on four levels of accuracy in terms of logic (Gubareni, 2001; Marek and Orzyszkiewicz, 2003; Rasiowa, 2004; Słupecki et al., 1994) , the set theory (Kuratowski and Mostowski, 1978; Kuratowski, 2004; Marek and Orzyszkiewicz, 2003; Słupecki et al., 1994) and Boolean functions (Mostowski, 1964; Traczyk, 1970) , is presented in Fig.3 . Fig.3 . Graphical model of properties-component objects of the CHBS, including mathematical models on four sections of decomposition. O HP = hydraulic object of front brakes, O HT = hydraulic object of rear brakes, P H = brake master cylinder, P HP = hydraulic sub-circuit (outside the brake master cylinder) of front brakes, P HT = hydraulic sub-circuit (outside the brake master cylinder) of rear brakes, PP HP = right hydraulic sub-circuit (outside the brake master cylinder) of front brakes, LP HP = left hydraulic sub-circuit (outside the brake master cylinder) of front brakes, PP HT = right hydraulic sub-circuit (outside the brake master cylinder) of rear brakes, LP HT = left hydraulic sub-circuit (outside the brake master cylinder) of rear brakes, UTT PH = seals of brake master cylinder rear piston, K PH = body of brake master cylinder, UTPP CH = seals of right front brake operating cylinder piston, KPP CH = body of right front brake operating cylinder, PHPP CHP = brake line connecting right front brake operating cylinder with brake master cylinder, UTLP CH = seals of left front brake operating cylinder piston, KLP CH = body of left front brake operating cylinder, PHLP CHP = brake line connecting left front brake operating cylinder with brake master cylinder, UTPT CH = seals of right rear brake operating cylinder piston, KPT CH = body of right rear brake operating cylinder, PHPT CHP = brake line connecting right rear cylinder with brake master cylinder, UTLT CH = seals of left rear brake operating cylinder piston, KLT CH = body of left rear brake operating cylinder, PHLT CHP = brake line connecting left rear brake operating cylinder with brake master cylinder. 
CHBS

MODEL III
Taking into consideration the design-constructional identification of the structure of causal relationships between CHBS damages, the system of logical equivalences has been formulated on the set of logical sentences describing the events of CHBS damages. The list of sentences (and their designations) describing the intermediary and elementary events and regarding the damages of the system is included in the table of parameters identification and their essential states and relations in primary decomposition intersections of the CHBS (compare Tab.1).
The decomposition of the problem makes it possible to analyze it on various planes and from various points of view. The purpose of decomposition is to deepen the understanding of the problem and allow its logical defining. By analyzing the components distinguished in that manner and thus each level of problem complexity, one can examine and interpret the full structures of a problem better.
In the examinations and analyses conducted it was necessary to develop a general model for nBoolean variables of the process of diagnosing the state of examined objects' unfitness (leakage) or fitness (leaktightness).
General model of CHBS o in the Boolean algebra of Boolean functions
The sequence of objects included in CHBS o and deciding about its leakage/leaktightness contains the following sub-sequences: 
On the basis of the Boolean algebra properties, it follows
Taking into consideration both Boolean formulas for and the determinations of Boolean variables assumed at the beginning, the following Boolean functions can be defined: -the Boolean function of leakage in the brake master cylinder and hydraulic sub-circuit (outside the brake master cylinder) of front brakes   , :
-the Boolean function of leakage in the brake master cylinder and hydraulic sub-circuit (outside the brake master cylinder) of rear brakes   , :
-the Boolean function of leakage in the brake master cylinder   , :
-the Boolean function of leakage in the hydraulic sub-circuit (outside the brake master cylinder) of front brakes   , : 
, the Boolean function of CHBS o leakage is determined according to the following formula (3.1)
In the generalized model of the CHBS the leakage can be computed as a product of the Boolean functions determined above or from the following formula (3.2) (3.13) In the generalized Boolean model of the CHBS the leakage is the Boolean sum of Boolean functions of brake master cylinder leakages and the product of Boolean functions of leakages in the hydraulic circuits (outside the brake master cylinder) of front and rear brakes.
Substituting the component functions and to formula (3.13), we obtain
In the technical interpretation, this equation in the Boolean algebra of Boolean functions and in morphological space CHBS o = (PH, OPP, OPL, OTP, OTL) confirms the known relationships in the structure of leakages which are determined by the leakages of all CHBS o components.
Continuing the above considerations for the function , the following results from formula (3.13) and De Morgan's laws are obtained: 
